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1. The Muskingum Valley Business Advisory Council has one major change from the initial plan for

this academic year. Justin Denius was the Director of Workforce Development but has been

recently named the new Superintendent of Noble Local Schools, so he will no longer be leading

the MVBAC. Despite this abrupt situation Justin plans to help the MVBAC with concluding the

year evaluating goals and where we stand as a BAC and leading the suggested changes for next

year's rendition of the MVBAC.

2. Goal 1: Enlist business help and guidance to better understand needs and align efforts. This

goal I would give an 8 due in large part to the growing number of partnerships that have been

created and continue to blossom within the organization. Since the beginning of the 22-23

school year the BAC has grown to over 185 members and continues to add folks throughout the

year. Our meetings are focused on how best to prepare students and provide business and

industry with a future-ready workforce. We have a wonderful mix of school and business on the

council that continues to grow and thrive. Two major factors leading to business growth in 22-

23 would be the fact that the BAC has traveled and highlighted local business in the area, Local

IBEW 1105 hosted a recent BAC meeting, as well as focusing on Industry Recognized Credentials

for the students of our region. This focus has led to schools obtaining not only higher

graduation rates, but students are now equipped with the right tools to be workforce ready.

Goal 2: Produce a "Future Ready" workforce for economic growth and development. This is an

area in which we have had a great deal of growth, and yet we feel we have future growing to do.

I will give this goal a 7 overall on a scale of ten, due to our growth in this area, but also

recognize that there is specific work that needs drilled down and tackled to make the

jump to a four-star BAC. The 22-23 rendition of the MVBAC has seen an increase in students

earning industry recognized credential like never before recorded by the BAC. That said a future

goal of a four-star will require work in this area to drill down to a county level to provide

students and industry with the appropriate IRC's that will lead students to employment within

their region and beyond.




